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Do You Want To Be A Formidable Attacker And A Strong Defender At Chess?Find out how with:

Chess: Chess Mastery For Beginners Chessboard Domination Strategies, Chess Tactics, Chess

Openings, Chess Strategies Do you want to easily join the league of master chess players? Using

the easy steps described in this book, you can!â€œChess: Chess Mastery For Beginnersâ€• is a

well-rounded introduction to the principles guiding the play of chess. You will learn why chess is

often referred to as the royal game. Moreover, you will see why many people consider it a game of

the sharp minds; an elitist game. Even then, you will realize that a lot of the difficulties associated

with the game are a matter of perception and not reality, and that you can also be a successful

chess player if only you adhere to the basics.In this book, â€œChess: Chess Mastery For

Beginnersâ€•, you will learn:What, exactly, is involved in a game of chessThe pieces that are used in

chess and the historical significance of eachHow to handle each playing piece within the

rulesWhere the game of chess originated and how old it isHow the game of chess spread in the

USPossible chess openings and the impact of each on winningHow to plan and develop a winning

strategyHow to be tactical in order to secure a winCommon mistakes to avoidSimple steps in

teaching chess to a childSimple practical demonstrations of chess movesThe essence of

queeningHow to castle and the importance of castlingSituations when castling is possibleMeaning

of an outpost square in chessHow to utilize an outpost square on a chessboardImportance of

trading pieces and circumstances when trading is viableDifferent terminologies used in chess and

their meaningPossible chess closing movesHow to handle your endgame successfully with just a

few piecesThe importance of utilizing your king to conquer in chessWhen to bring your king out into

the chess playfield. How chess keeps you young and intuitive, and its positive impact on your IQThe

meaning of Zugzwang and Zwischenzug and their significance in chessGeneral dos and donâ€™ts

in chessUsing the easy steps described in this book, you can easily join the league of master chess

players.SCROLL to the top of the page and select the BUY button for instant downloadDownload

your copy today!
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This is by far the best introductory book on chess that I've ever read. Almost every book I've read

expects you to arrive at some understanding of the game by stepping through one game after

another but this book gives you a holistic view of the game. There us \a lot of easy to understand

chess wisdom packed in almost every chapter.

This book, Chess Mastery For Beginners, is definitely beginner friendly. It has taken down into a lot

of topics what must be done in order to be a good player. In fact, it has given some strategies on

how one will become a Master, eventually. The topics are all interesting and have given me so

much ideas about the game that I know now as well as a little about its past. The explanation on the

different terminologies used in chess and their meaning has been helpful too. And of course, the

many possible chess closing moves given will give me an edge once I started using them. This

book has been worth the read.

It is indeed a perfect guide for beginners.I have read from some article that kids are seen to reap the

most brain benefits from playing chess according to expert. It helps the individual to enhance their

analytical, critical thinking and visualization skills. The amazing fact is that we are enjoying while

playing and at the same time it helps us develop our brain to the fullest. Chess's meaning was

clearly defined and easy to understand. Informative and lots of strategies to master chess.



This is a very useful guide on chess which is very clear and well detailed. It gives all steps and

techniques of the game and hence its very recommendable for a beginner. The book also has

pictures that enhances your understanding of the game. Chess game is not very easy and requires

sharp mind and knowledge and hence this guide will make it easy for you. This guide explains all

about this game, strategizing your game and more over it identifies the mistakes that one can easily

make. A well written book. A good one.

The 5 star reviews are a joke. This book is horrible.So many mistakes, I don't think anyone edited it.

In the examples instead of Symbols you have "pawn" etc.The only difference between white and

black pieces is the size of the word. He refers to them as they are in color and they are in black and

white.1 example he talks about moving a chess piece to a square that it can't even move to in 1

move.I think most begginers would be extremely confused by the examples. I know how to play and

it was so confusing I gave up on it. I was duped by the 5 star reviews!

I learned to play chess when I was a kid, but was never good at it. I admit I had never thought about

going for a book in order to learn it better until I saw this one here in . I then decided to buy it and

give it a try. I am very glad I did it as this book comes complete with Chess history - that I loved to

learn - plus the basics and most important moves and strategies. If you are thinking of improving

your Chess skills you will not be disappointed with this book.

The book starts out with talking about the formation of chess and how it all got started. The best part

about this book was it taught me what was the smart way to open the game and the right way to

approach the game. It's very different from way I use to play but it's definitely educational. Make

sure to learn what different squares represent, so like their name for the square. This was a good

read and I learned a ton.

Very addicted game. I admit I play a lot nowadays, Although I consider myself as a newbie in terms

of everything I need to know about the game. After reading this book. I consider myself now more

educated about the game and more informative about some tips and ideas. I even learn some new

fancy moves. Nice book.
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